Jean Piaget accorded the adaptive role of acting on objects in the formation of logical structures a priority during development. According to his studies, correspondence between the structure of spatial behavior in infants and mathematical properties of "group of displacements" implies the development of such logical constructs even before the appearance of language. In the present analysis, it will be demonstrated that such mathematical structures can also be inferred from spatial behavior of the rat (Rattus Norvegicus) and some other species. However, despite such correspondence, there are dissimilarities in the performance of different species. Such similarities and differences will be discussed in relation to the formation of abstract processes and cognitive competence across species. The analysis supports the philosophical notion that different phenomena may have parallel mathematical descriptions but whether or not they are the same always has to be examined at the conceptual level as well.
Introduction
In the core of his theory, Jean Piaget (1-3) proposed an adaptive role for acting on objects in the formation of logical constructs during development. Historically, Henri Poincaré, who had recognized the properties of mathematical groups in theoretical physics (4) , proposed that such groups were innate constructs (5) . Inspired by Poincare's proposal, Piaget studied the mathematical properties of the "group of displacements" with respect to the structure of spatial behavior and concluded that these groups gradually form during infancy, demonstrating the existence of a pre-language logic in infants (2, 6) .
Mathematically speaking, a group is a set including a number of members under binary operations that satisfies some axioms. For example, closure represents an axiom in which the two-by-two combinations of elements in the group will result in another member of the same group. There are other axioms, including identity, inverse, and associative properties (7) . In explaining the psychological aspect of such "logico-mathematical" properties, Piaget (2) theorized the gradual formation of object permanence along with the construction of other entities such as space, time, and causality as infants organize their movements into the "group of displacements" (2, 6 ). An infant removes a cover to make an object reappear after it is hidden underneath the cover by the experimenter. This is an example of a behavior that represents a reverse action and corresponds to the property of inverse in the language of group theory. Identity, on the other hand, represents a condition in which no action takes place, and associative property can be inferred from the behavior of the infant when it solves a detour problem.
The effect of different variables on detour behaviors has been studied in human infants (8) . Such behaviors have been reported in other species such as the chimpanzee or rat (Rattus Norvegicus) under experimental conditions (2, (9) (10) (11) . Nevertheless, it is important to determine whether innate spatial behaviors (e.g., spontaneous exploration) also represent the same properties of mathematical groups. The present analysis will primarily focus on examining the correspondence between innate spatial exploration reported in rats (12) (13) (14) and the properties of mathematical groups.
Arguments

Exploration, Protection, and Navigational Mechanisms
Animals explore the environment to find food and try to return home without being exposed to predators (15) (16) (17) . Systematic investigation of exploratory behavior in laboratories also confirms an innate tendency in rats to return to a (reportedly safer) starting position after each excursion in an exploratory bout (13, 14, 17, 18) . In order to do so, they have to adopt patterns of exploration such as shortcuts (12, 13, 19) that may minimize the chance of being exposed to potential dangers instead of taking the same path as the one taken at the time of departure.
Thus, it should come as no surprise to us when we observe the emergence of navigational mechanisms that enhance the survival value of the behavior by making it easier and more effective for animals to return home or any starting point that perhaps serves as a safe place (17, 18) . There are 2 mechanisms by which animals may return to the starting position. Animals may use ambient cues to return to the starting position via piloting or they may use movement-related cues and return to the starting position via dead reckoning (path integration) (13, 19) . The latter kind of returns represents the ability of animals to make shortcuts (13) . Darwin (20) had written about dead reckoning as one of animals' spatial ability long before Piaget spoke about infants' ability to use alternative paths (2, 6) . Dead reckoning was later modelled mathematically by a number of scientists (21) . For instance, Mittelstaedt and Mittelstaedt (12) advanced a mathematical model to explain the behavior of animals based on path integration and proposed that animals compute the integrals of the sine and cosine for each rotation they make over their total path to update their position in a Cartesian coordinate system and to return home through the shortest possible route. The hippocampus and related brain areas play a critical role in such behaviors, and neuroscientists have developed models in which path integration is either a part or the very fundamental basis of spatial navigation (21-23).
Mathematical Structure of Exploratory Excursion by Rats
In addition to the mathematics that explains the return to the starting position by rats assuming their brain as a computational system (21), the structure of spatial behavior itself can be mathematically analyzed to serve different purposes. For example, Piaget's main objective of his analysis was to demonstrate a form of pre-language logic in infants' behavior (6) . The ability to take an alternative path can be found both in rats and in human infants. Here, the analysis will be expanded to discuss the comparative status of spatial (shortcut) behavior in relation to the formation of abstract processes and cognitive competence. When a rat makes an outward trip and returns to the starting position, the structure of such an excursion may correspond to some mathematical structures. For instance, if a rat returns to the starting position taking the reverse path of the one taken at the time of departure, which is usually on the edge of a circular table in the laboratory (14) , the structure of the excursion would imply a reverse action that is an equivalent of inverse in the language of group theory. However, if a rat returns to the starting position using a more direct path-usually crossing the center of the table instead of the circuitous path taken during the outward trip (13, 14) such a behavior would indicate a shortcut and suggest that the pattern of the animal's excursion is mathematically consistent with associative property.
A starting point to which rats return can be superimposed on the origin of a Cartesian coordinate system in which-for example-the tail of the first leg (Vector 1) and the tip of the second leg (Vector 2) of a 2-leg outward trip can be connected via a third leg (V1 + V2) as a result of a vector addition (Figure 1) . In other words, the third vector (ie, shortcut) lands in the same vector space as the first 2 vectors do (the property of closure), and together they form a group of displacements (associative property).
Rats Versus Humans: Differences in Spatial Behavior
Although spatial behavior can be mathematically described in a parallel manner in humans and nonhumans, there are differences when one analyzes their performance. For example, humans and nonhumans (e.g., rats or mice) may use 1 or another path to get from A to D. They might choose path ABCD (Figure 2 a) or if path AB and/or CD are blocked, they may choose path AD ( Figure  2 b ), which represents a shortcut. Any other paths such as ABʹCʹD do not represent a shortcut (Figure 2 c) .
However, such spatial behavior in rats (or mice) seems to be qualitatively different from that in humans in the sense that rats return to their home base or to their point of entry in a predictable and repeating manner and without any training (14) . Such visits are also associated with certain behaviors such as a disproportionate length and number of stops around the home base or the point of entry or other behaviors such as grooming (14, 18) . In other words, when a rat chooses path ABCD to get from A to D (Figure 3 a) , its return to-for example -the starting point may take the form of a reverse action (Figure 3 b) or a shortcut (Figure 3 c) to a place to which it has to return repeatedly. Such innately defined places to which rats are led to return by their navigational system have not been reported in human populations. 
Rats Versus Humans: Abstract Processes and Cognitive Competence
What is the implication of behavioral similarities or differences between rats and humans for their cognitive competence? One way of answering this question is to determine how such similarities and differences could be instrumental in theorizing human cognition. Since an essential element of cognition is the ability to extract constructs from particulars (abstraction) and generalize them to new cases (24, 25) , the main focus should be on the role of the pre-language development of mathematically structured behavior in the process of abstraction in humans compared to that in animals.
In order to examine this role, we first need to see what can be basically extracted from more concrete items to form a more abstract level of a structure. Thus, it might be best to take a closer look at the evolution of abstract algebra itself. A careful examination of the history of algebra, from the time the term "algebra" (al jebr) was coined and later introduced to the world as the science of solving equations to this day of modern age, indicates that what has been abstracted to form today's abstract algebra has been the general principles, which are common among different branches of algebra today (7) .
By the same token, a closer look at the characteristics of-for example-a closed group reveals that the "logicomathematical" correspondence can be observed not only at a behavioral level but also at a cognitive level in humans. For instance, not only does infants' spatial behavior represent the properties of a closed system (2, 7), but also the same principle of closure is followed when humans deal with numbers (e.g., when 2 even numbers add up to another even number, of 7). This is a representative example of 2 levels of abstraction that follows the same rule. In other words, the same principles that are observable at the behavioral level (a less abstract entity) are represented at the cognitive level (a more abstract entity) during human development. Therefore, the importance of studying mathematical constructs inferred from behavior is due to the role that they may or may not play as common principles in the process of abstraction.
Thus, the present analysis raises new questions for comparative studies within the theoretical framework proposed by Piaget (1, 2, 6 ). The priority that Piaget granted to the role of action in the development of cognition and our ability to infer a parallel mathematical structure from the behavior of rodents or chimpanzees and human infants raise the question: "Why do other animals not possess the same level of cognitive competence compared to humans?" One answer might be that although both humans and-for example-rats demonstrate a certain degree of abstraction (26) and share the same mathematically structured behavior, there are differences as well. Automatic aspect of innate behavior and, therefore, less involvement in learning processes such as trials and errors by rats may have caused such limitations in their level of abstraction and cognitive competence. Having got from A to D via a hypothetical path (e.g., ABCD) (a), rats can return to their starting point A without any training via different paths, such as a reverse path (i.e., DCBA) (b) or a shortcut (i.e., DA) (c).
Conclusions
In sum, as much as the parallel mathematical description of spatial behavior in rats and humans is consistent with the recent finding that low-frequency rhythms in the hippocampus are present in both species (27) , it is important to note that such parallel structures (2, 14) cannot explain the difference in the cognitive capacities of the species. While species such as rats, mice, chimpanzees, and humans all share the same mathematical structure in their baseline spatial behaviors with arguably the same survival value, extraordinary cognitive capacity in humans indicates the possibility of a unique ability to abstract cognitive constructs from behavior. This clearly rules out the explanation that cognitive competence in humans is greater simply because other species lack a comparable baseline condition. In fact, it would be difficult to explain the crucial role of behavior in the formation of the evolutionary path as a result of a new form of natural selection dictated by the niche of the organism's behavior (28) . In other words, as long as we consider a crucial role for action in the formation of cognition, the uniqueness of human cognition remains unexplained.
The organization of movements is still considered central to the intellectual development during infancy; nevertheless, some experiments have questioned the degree to which innate movements play a role in cognition (29, 30) . This implies that despite the parallel organization of the behavior, the difference in cognitive capacities among species may be theoretically explained based on other possibilities such as overestimation of the role of innate movements and/or underestimation of the role of language and other variables in cognitive development. Thus, although Piaget formulated the most dominant cognitive developmental theory, it may need a closer examination in terms of making universal statements to formulate a comparative view.
The difference in the performance and outcome between 2 species, despite the common mathematical description of their behavior, provides a supportive example in neurobiology for Kuhn's (31) notion presented within the context of philosophy of physics in that 2 different phenomena may have parallel mathematical descriptions but whether they are the same always has to be examined at the conceptual level. This is consistent with the notion that abstract problems such as transitive inferences (or detour problem in the present study), which are behaviorally solved by rats, may not actually represent an operation in prepositional calculus as it is more likely to be the case with humans (32) .
Finally, a rationale to account for such a gap in cognitive competence between humans and other species may be that a unique phylogenetic path has led to such an extraordinary cognitive competence in humans. A phylogenetic approach to comparative psychology may provide a better opportunity to investigate the diversity of cognitive status in species whose performance-for example-in some Piagetian tasks does not fit in any major phylogenetic grouping (33) . Such studies would contribute to the fields of research such as neurology or psychiatry in which the validity of generalization from animal studies to human conditions is crucial.
